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Some great news…

• We are living longer, healthier lives

• Most of us are not ‘old’ in our sixties any more

• Decades more life 

• Huge medical advances

• Employment advances reduce physical toll on workers 

BUT

• Pension and retirement thinking failed to keep up
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Pensions and retirement out of date

• Employment policies lagged behind lifestyle realities 

• Retirement lasting too long – even early retirement!!

• Too heavy a burden on pensions

• Pensions ignored demographics

• Paying more people not to work, damages long-term growth 

• And what a waste of resources! 
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What is a pension…

1. Social welfare: Government role

2. Long-term savings: private role

• Confusion as employer final salary schemes did both

• So state shifted burdens onto employer schemes

• Individuals relied on state and employer

• Not enough adjustment as realities changed

• Pensions thinking stuck in the past
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What went wrong?

• Pension planning assumed equity returns paying for pensions

• State pension cuts predicated on pensions winning equity bet

• Even ‘low risk’ investment assumed high returns

• Didn’t consider long-term falling markets or annuities

• Demographics and longevity changed

• It hasn’t worked!
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Pensions don’t grow on magic trees 

• Pension thinking out of touch with reality

• Unrealistic expectations

• Financial reality assumed away 

• Pensions can’t just keep lasting longer as longevity rises

• Lack of understanding about pension costs and risk
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Pension reality

• Retirement income can come from 

– Government (i.e. taxpayers)

– Our employers

– Ourselves

• All three sources under pressure

• State pension too low, too complex, too much means-testing

• Employers cutting back 

• Private pensions disappoint – investment, charges, annuities

• Individuals not prepared for what has been happening
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Employer pensions can’t be relied on

• Final salary is finished

• Private firms can’t guarantee open-ended social welfare

• Average corporate life 10-15 years, pensions due in 80 years! 

• Costs too high: 30% of salary, regulation, charges 

• Risks too high: investment, inflation, longevity, tax

• Defined contribution means more uncertainty for individuals
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State pension reform at last

• State pension too low, too complex

• Mass means-testing, Pension Credit penalises private income

• So state pension undermines private pensions or earnings

• Not safe to auto-enrol into NEST?

• Radical change welcome: Flat-rate £140pw state pension 

• Provide a base for individuals to add other sources of income
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Future pensions

• Defined contribution, auto-enrolment, NEST 

• No guarantees of future income – annuity rates? Investment?

• Just putting money in does not guarantee money out

• Keep planning flexible – ongoing review

• Need new thinking

• Pensions alone can’t solve the pensions crisis
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It’s not just pensions or poverty

• Where will later life income come from?

– State Pension – only a low base

– Another Pension (employer or private)

– ISA

– House

– Business

– Working longer

• No fixed future – reassess regularly

• No magic age
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Rethinking Retirement

• Must have more flexible later life planning

• Individuals must take responsibility: advice, financial planning

• Not just pension, consider other income + CARE?! 

• Social revolution with a whole new phase of life 

• ‘Bonus Years’ 

• Cut down gradually, work part-time 

– 2-3 days work, 4-5 days off, more money
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Saga Surveys supportive 

• 43% want to work past age 65

• 71% prefer part-time, cutting gradually

• 7% already working past 70

• Not just working for money

• Enjoyment, usefulness, friends, keep active
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Conclusions

• Traditional reliance on state or employers won’t work

• If investments don’t work out, we bear costs and risks

• No guarantees

• Diversification, flexible plans for pensions and other income

• Rethinking retirement – bonus years

• We’re on our own – planning for our future!!
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